Model 21-28 VTP
Bridging the Analog and the Digital World

Protecting your past investment in Analog Infrastructure to leverage your Digital expansion – Seamlessly Combines Control of Tone and VoIP Remotes and Consoles

VoIP Tone Panel (VTP) was designed and engineered to provide interconnect, control and management functionalities to make your transition to digital ecosystem easier and to ensure continued utilization of your well-established, optimally operating analog infrastructure. VTP facilitates seamless coexistence of both the Digital and the Analog worlds in an economical and user-friendly manner.

VTP Unique Features:
- Field programmable, 2 or 4 wire
- PC programmable using WEB Browser
- G.711, G.723.1, G.726 CODEC algorithms
- Non-volatile memory
- 8 programmable open collector outputs
- 2 programmable open collector/relay outputs
- Local control option with Remote update
- Interfaces to various different radios
- Simultaneous VoIP and Tone Capabilities
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